MfA for Your MRO
Confidently plan, manage and meet turnaround
time (TAT) and on time performance (OTP) KPI’s.

MfA for your MRO is designed for service providers
of all sizes and capabilities. It has a comprehensive
footprint that covers the entire MRO experience
with a purpose-built business management platform that supports confident, predictable, quality
service delivery. MfA helps our customers address
the complete MRO business within a single integrated, enterprise solution..

Accurately schedule and plan to capacity by balancing work requirements against resource availability.
Manage MRO parts provisioning by balancing
time- critical parts in available stock with individual task cards by date.

Benefits of MfA include:
	MRO Service excellence delivered through flawless execution of quality service and profitable
operations with Maximo for Aviation.
	Promote and ensure information and process
enablement to optimize labor, resources, workspace and profit.
	Support the end-to-end service process from estimate to invoice and all routine and non-routine
work to provide accurate billing and reducing
account receivables.
	Plan the work, parts and resources required to
drive a high level of customer satisfaction and
loyalty BOTH short term and long term.
Maximo for Aviation supports your networks of
experts, processes and information by coordinating
equipment, facilities and personnel. Our MRO clients
operate in a dynamic environment driving the continuous pursuit of better ways to exchange information, optimize labor and resources while safeguarding predictable turnaround times and cost.
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Connect your enterprise and critical systems
MfA has an open architecture with more than 200
API’s allowing Maximo to send and receive information with all external systems including ERP, HR,
and Time Tracking.

Maximo for Aviation Competitive
Advantages
	Complete materials management- MRO parts
forecasting and material levels
	Segregate customer parts from internal use parts
	Establish and enforce enterprise purchasing
strategies
	Commodities leveling across the enterprise
through purchasing standards
	Accurately track warranties
	Advanced Planning and Scheduling
	Meet next-generation OEM requirements.
	Role-based dashboards
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